Deleting Events
Posted by yann beauvois - 2013/04/21 06:45
_____________________________________

I could not find a way to delete events the way I can do it in Google Calendar WebApp:
When I delete an event in Google Calendar I will be asked if I want to delete
1) Only this particular even (not the whole series)
2) This particular event and all future events in the series
3) the whole series (even the past ones)
When I delete my event in Rainlendar even I did uncheck the tag about repetition (in case) the whole series gets wipe
out and I don't see a way to have the choice to delete at least one particular event in a series without wiping out the
whole series.
hope it is just, because I didn't understand how to delete events in Rainlendar.
(I do have the pro version)
============================================================================

Re: Deleting Events
Posted by Jorge_Luis - 2013/04/21 09:03
_____________________________________

Welcome to the forum, Yann Beauvois.
If you're trying to delete an event created by Rainlendar in the same way a those in Google, then it's the same. But in
you have unchecked the "repeat every" then you will have only 1 event. If the event have a recurrence, then the dialog
for deletion will appear.
Try this:
create an event
set in recurrence tab to repeat every 1 day and end after 5 occurrences.
after accept, right click on the event and click to delete this recently created event (click on the name)
If you do it right, then the delete dialog will appear.
EDIT: If you're trying to delete a Google Calendar event on Rainlendar, I don't use Google Calendar, but I suppose that
the behaviour would be the same.
============================================================================
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